
Remedies to give
 protection to investors who are less able

to �nd better value for money

A: Strengthening the
duty on fund managers 
to act in the best 
interests of investors
 and introduce  scrutiny
 of this

A: Proposing to reject the 
undertakings in lieu  of a market 
investigation reference to the CMA 
on investment consultancy services 
and seek views on this proposal. 
Make a �nal decision on making this 
market investigation reference to the

           CMA in September 2017

B: Recommending the 
Treasury considers
bringing investment
consultants into the
FCA’s regulation,
depending on the
outcome of the provisional
market  investigation
reference to the CMA

C: Launching a
market study into
investment
platforms 
shortly

A: Supporting the
disclosure of a single
all-in fee to investors

B: Supporting consistent
and standardised 
disclosure of costs and
charges to institutional
investors

C: Chairing a working group to 
provide investors with clearer 
and more useful objectives. 
Consulting on how 
benchmarks are used 
and performance is 
presented

D: Recommending that 
the DWP remove
barriers to pension
scheme consolidation
and pooling

B: Requiring fund managers
to return risk-free box
pro�ts to the fund and
disclose box management
practices to investors

C: Making it easier for
fund managers to
switch investors to 
cheaper share classes

Remedies to drive competitive pressure on asset managers

Proposal to improve intermediaries’ e�ectiveness
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2

3

1. AMMS remedies in Final Report

Overview of Asset Management Market Study remedies

 
 

1: Remedies to give protection to investors who are less able to �nd better value for money

Final rules and guidance for these remedies are set out in this PS.A, B & C

2: Remedies to drive competitive pressure on asset managers

Single charge: PRIIPs and MiFID II now apply and �rms subject to those requirements must 
produce information broadly equivalent to a single charge when communicating to investors 
about costs and charges.

We have also conducted research on certain complementary areas which we are publishing 
alongside this PS, in OP32. 

The Institutional Disclosure Working Group of industry and investor representatives made its 
recommendations to the FCA in the Summer of 2018. A summary of the recommendations 
and our response was released in July 2018. 

A CP published alongside this PS covers these matters.

At the time of publication of the AMMS �nal report we recommended that the DWP continue 
to review and where possible remove barriers to pension scheme consolidation and pooling.
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3: Proposal to improve intermediaries’ e�ectiveness

We reached a �nal decision to make an MIR on investment consultancy and �duciary 
management services and to reject the UIL; the CMA launched a market investigation into 
investment consultants on the 14 September 2017 and will conclude the investigation by 
March 2019.

We have recommended that the Treasury consider an extension of our regulatory perimeter 
to include asset allocation advice subject to the �ndings of the market investigation reference 
to the CMA.

The Investment Platforms Market Study terms of reference was published in July 2017 and we 
aim to publish an interim report by summer 2018.
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2. Update to AMMS remedies
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